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As the Pregnant Beatnik on "Happy Days"
with Ron Howard.

As a young actress I used to starve myself to stay thin.
That's all I knew. It was always a struggle with food cravings and self-
esteem. Little did I know that I had an underlying condition since childhood
called "Candida Albicans." Candida is an overgrowth of yeast organisms that
we all have in our digestive tracts. For various reasons, it can become
systemic, overwhelm the immune system and cause significant health
challenges.

So, with all the stress of continually starving myself, being an
actress, dancing ballet 4 or 5 times a week and having a life of
auditions and rejections, I took a lot of my anxiety out on food.

I'd get nice and thin, then go off the diet.
Every time I would immediately start putting the weight
back on. I thought it was somehow all my fault and spent
thousands of dollars in therapy to find out why I was
psychologically flawed.

In another attempt to "fix" myself, I joined Overeaters Anonymous.
Multiple times, actually. Now, OA is a truly wonderful program that
works. Even so...my adventure took a strange detour. One of my
sponsors took me to the market to show me how he shopped to
keep his weight off. I watched him purchase two cases of diet root beer
along with whatever else he got. Even to my young, uneducated self,
gulping down all that diet cola seemed a bit odd.

Yes, I tried living on diet root beer.
I also tried every other kind of weight-loss fad out there. I did the Master
Cleanse for 21 days. I felt clear-headed and had no hunger for that brief 21
days and was delighted to get really, really skinny.

Only thing is, when I started eating again I was horrified to watch all that
weight start coming back on and then some. It was awful - like watching a
huge glacier of mud slowly approach with the intent to submerge me and
live on my hips.

Setbacks didn't stop me from destroying my health with other fads.
I ultimateley finished off any semblance of good sense with The Beverly
Hills Diet (a monument to craziness that consumed us all.)

by Udana Power
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Dr. Ann Wigmore, founder of the wheatgrass
and living foods movement would stay at my

house when she came to L. A.
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Dr. Ann realized that when
animals are sick they eat grass and rest..

Strange logic: I got my thinnest after
a case of dysentary I got on my last
day in India. The light was out of my

eyes, but I was skinny.

Because the B.H. Diet had me eating watermelon or pineapple all day
for days at a time (and even eating cheesecake for breakfast), I was
inadvertently feeding the Candida. Candidiasis is a fungus that is fed by
sugar and carbohydrates. My sugar cravings got so bad that I would jolt
awake in the middle of the night craving anything sugar. (Fortunately
I didn't drink or do drugs. Whew!)

Ultimately the Candida overwhelmed my system.
By the time I found out what was happening, it was systemic -
the fungus was attacking my liver, ovaries and adrenal glands.

My health finaly collapsed just as my acting career was taking off.
I was getting rave reviews starring in "A History of the American Film"
at the Mark Taper Forum in Los Angeles. I was so exhausted when
it was over that I turned down an incredible Broadway offer and
went home to sleep. I was out of the game for ten years.

It took me several years to figure out what was going on.
Then another five years to correct it.

The doctors all told me it was "just stress" and to take a vacation.
Of course, it was stress...it's just that they were not identifying the
cause of the stress...a creeping crud was growing inside my body.

My journey to recovery started with wheatgrass juice and sprouts.
I had two flats of growing wheatgrass delivered to my house each
week and juiced it fresh. I also grew all my own sprouts and made
them into "living food" meals. That started giving me energy,
however it took about 6 hours a day to plan and execute.

I ultimately recovered completely from the Candida through
another deep tissue cleanse that was so difficult I won't go
into it here. Even so, I was grateful to survive. I felt like I had
dodged a bullet. It brought me a deep appreciation for nutritional
cleansing. I counted the extra years added to my life as a free
gift. It also gave me a deep appreciation for nutritional cleansing.
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Then I jumped back into show-biz.
Ten years had gone by and circumstances led me to become a
screenwriter.

Hah! That was like jumping out of the frying pan into the fire!

I was artistically successful at screenwriting, however, completely
inept at business. When I was acting, residual income had magically
shown up in my bank account due to commercials. I thought money
grew out of the carpet in the living room. This was different. It took
a lot more work to write a screenplay than to get an acting job. And
what I made had to stretch between attorneys, managers, rent,
keeping the lights on and other sundries like eating.

I buried my anxiety under a mountain of chocolate chip cookies
and quiche.

One day I "hit bottom" with a realization.
My health was starting to break down again from this
lack-a-money thing. I had to make some changes.

I contemplated pulling out the old wheat grass juicer, however, I dreaded
all the time and energy I knew it would take. I decided to jumpstart a
weight loss program with a product I had actually tried 2 years earlier:
Isagenix. It would at help me start digging myself out of the hole I was in.

I was astonished to learn that Isagenix was a cleanse.
It was serendipitous that I signed up for the program under a man
who was passionate about sharing the science behind it. He was
learning from the formulator of the program himself, John Anderson.
(Read about John in Four Core Products.) I still marvel at how I ended
up here. I also marvel at at how easy this was compared to any other
cleanse I had done.

When I got on a scale a few weeks later, I was dumbfounded.
My body had released 11 pounds and 21 inches. I literally heard a voice
inside my head say, "Udana, stay on this program! Feed me this stuff and
leave me alone. Don't do anything else. I'll get this done! Bug off!"

So I just continued back-to-back cleanses and left all the anxiety and
second-guessing by the wayside.

As Loretta in "A History of the American
Film" at the Mark Taper Forum.
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At one point I had another Ahah! (a.k.a. an epiphany)
Isagenix is just food. I didn't have to be "on the program" or
"off the program." I could eat regular healthy food and
enjoy at least one shake a day and stay feeling good.
Plus... I didn't have to wash a lot of dishes. Game on.

The Big reveal came when I didn't start putting weight back on.
So, fifteen years later I'm still eating Isagenix every day. I have
no idea where my wheatgrass juicer is and still love the shakes.
As a matter of fact, I consider Isagenix to be my food and
everything else to be chewable entertainment.

All that being said...
I want to share a few important things that I've learned in all this.

1) Rebounding the weight was my body's way of protecting me.
2) The tragedy of diet sodas.
3) We don't have to be perfect, however, we must take responsibility.

I) I finally figured out why I always rebounded.
As I dropped weight without releasing toxins, the ratio of the toxins per
capita inside my body went up.

At first I thought I was just losing "water weight" because it was coming off
so quickly. Then it dawned on me that I was drinking about 80-90 ounces a
day. The "water weight theory" didn't fly. What was that about?

This was a cellular cleanse, not a "die-it."
My fat cells were releasing impurities they had been storing. When we eat,
drink, breathe or rub chemicals into our skin, our bodies don't know how to
process the impurities. They just "sweep them under the rug" - e.g. They
stuff the impurities in fat cells and stash them in a place where they stay
out of the way... like the belly or hips and thighs. The water was helping the
cells flush out the toxins.

The Cleanse For Life drink broke toxins down into teeny-tiny bits so they
could move out through the kidneys. When the toxins were gone, the fat
cells had no more reason to be there. They just vanished.

I loved modern dance and took all those
ballet classes so I could dance barefoot

and do this.
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I had found the magic bullet!
Of course! Now it all made sense. No wonder we all bounce back and forth on
"die-its."

I'm including this visual for the 2nd time because its so important to understand.
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2) Diet sodas are a myth. And a tragedy.
Multiple studies have shown that drinking diet sodas actually
cause people to gain weight.

It's an oxymoron to order a huge hamburger and fries
with a diet drink. But that isn't the real problem.

Just think... if you take out all the liquid from a diet soda, you have
about an eighth of of an inch of chemicals left. Where do those
chemicals go? The body stores them in fat cells to keep them
from getting absorbed into the soft organ tissue.

3) We don't have to be perfect. We just have to be responsible.
When I was struggling to recover from Candida I just wanted the
doctors to give me a pill and FIX IT ALREADY! I was really annoyed
that they couldn't do that. Wasn't that their job?

Doctors don't know everything. That's why they call it a "practice."
It's not their fault. They do their best with what they know.

Most doctors - out of the years and years of schooling that they go
through - spend only a few days on nutrition. My friend's daughter
quit medical school because everything they were teaching was
dictated by the pharmaceutical companies.

We live in a forest of fast food restaurants.
The supermarkets are crowded with packaged foods that are loaded down
with preservatives in order to maintain shelf life. When you eat all those
preservatives, they end up getting stored in your body. Preservatives are
what coroners stuff you with after you're dead. The point of being alive
and healthy is to feel vibrant energy flowing throughout your body.

Eat good, nutritious food before you eat "treats."
Give your body what it needs first. Your cells don't count calories.
The only thing they know is how to process nutrition.

These products are packed with the most dense nutrition and the least
amount of calories. That's why they work.
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You're the one who makes those choices for yourself.
Just like you are the only one who can do your own pushups.

Important note:
These botanical food products support the body to flush impurities out of
your cells.

If you don't drink enough water, the impurities can flush out
of old cells and get reabsorbed into different cells.

The cells only understand water.
They can't clean themselves with soda pop, flavored waters or iced tea.
Would you take a bath in root beer?

Drink lots of water.
Your body is on your side. You be on your body's side as well.
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